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Of course, speech and language therapy (speech-language pathology) is only possible to the extent that communication disorders are the focus of intensive academic study and clinical research. The chapters in this handbook are intended to bring to the reader the very latest knowledge of those disorders, from the epidemiology, aetiology and clinical features of communication disorders through to their assessment, treatment and theoretical significance. Each contributor has been chosen for his or her expertise in a particular communication disorder or group of disorders. This expertise is founded upon a substantial record of research in each
case alongside direct clinical experience of the disorders in question. The result is a collection of chapters that represents the state of the art in communication disorders, both in terms of how these disorders are conceived and how they are clinically managed.

The expansion in clinical communication sciences has been such that each aspect of a communication disorder is now the focus of extensive research. The researcher who is concerned with investigating the epidemiology and aetiology of specific language impairment in children will certainly be aware of how this disorder is assessed and treated without directly contributing to the development of techniques in these areas. It is not possible to do justice to these different dimensions of communication disorders within single chapters. It is in an effort to capture the depth of research in each of these areas that the volume has been divided into five parts. Parts I, II and III examine the epidemiology, aetiology and clinical features of the full range of developmental and acquired communication disorders. These disorders include impairments in speech and language (Parts I and II) as well as voice, fluency and hearing (Part III). Part IV examines the clinical management of communication disorders. The chapters in this part reflect current thinking about how communication disorders can best be assessed and treated. In doing so, they address areas where the evidence base for clinical practice is poorly developed as well as areas where there is a much higher level of evidence in support of specific techniques and practices. Finally, a number of theoretical developments have enhanced our understanding of communication disorders. Similarly, communication disorders can make a significant contribution to theoretical debates in speech-language pathology and beyond. Part V in this volume contains chapters which explore theoretical developments at the levels of phonetics and phonology (speech production models), syntax (cognitive modularity), semantics (semantic models) and pragmatics (theory of mind).
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